INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, many new systemic therapies have become available for the treatment of advanced breast cancer. In particular, the treatment of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-positive breast cancer has evolved because of the development of HER2-targeted therapies that have been shown to improve survival for patients with early-stage or metastatic breast cancer. Approximately 15% of patients with breast cancer have tumors that overexpress the HER2 protein, and these patients can benefit from HER2-targeted therapies.
1,2 Brain metastases are common in patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer, with up to half of patients experiencing
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brain metastases. Recommendations for the management of brain metastases in patients with HER2-positive breast cancer are detailed in a companion guideline. 3 The rationale for this guideline is that several new agents have been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer since the approval of trastuzumab. This guideline reviews the evidence and provides guidance for optimal management of patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer. A limited portion of the evidence base of this guideline (specifically regarding evidence on trastuzumab published before 2009) was included from two systematic reviews from Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) and from the systematic review by the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO). The ASCO review both updated the CCO search on trastuzumab and included a broader search on additional ASCO clinical questions. The Expert Panel used results from the CCO systematic reviews in formulating recommendations discussed in Questions 1.A.I and 1.B.IV. 4, 5 The ASCO recommendations were developed by ASCO and are not based on the CCO recommendations.
This guideline includes recommendations concerning the use of trastuzumab and newer agents in first-and second-line treatment, including combination therapies. Approximately half of all HER2-positive breast cancers are also hormone receptor positive. The dependency of HER2-positive, hormone receptor-positive tumors on estrogen signaling is only partially understood. This guideline addresses what is known about the use of endocrine therapy for patients who have tumors that are both HER2 positive and hormone receptor positive. This guideline will not discuss HER2 testing, other than noting that quality HER2 testing is required for appropriate identification and management of HER2-positive patients. ASCO-College of American Pathologists recommendations for HER2 testing in breast cancer were recently published. 6 
GUIDELINE QUESTIONS
This clinical practice guideline addresses four overarching clinical questions: First, what are the optimal treatments for patients with HER2-positive advanced breast cancer in first-, second-, and thirdline treatment and beyond? Second, what are the optimal timing, dose, schedule, and duration of treatment? Third, how should any previous HER2 adjuvant therapy influence treatment? And fourth, how does estrogen receptor (ER)/progesterone receptor (PgR) status influence decisions about treatment of patients with HER2-positive, hormone receptor-positive advanced breast cancer?
METHODS

Guideline Development Process
The recommendations were developed by a multidisciplinary group of experts (Appendix Table A1 , online only) using a systematic review of phase III randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and clinical experience as a guide. An ASCO systematic review in Medline was conducted. Most of the recommendations are evidence based and rely on publications found in literature searches from 2009 to October 2012 (trastuzumab) and from 1966 to 2012 (nontrastuzumab agents). Literature on trastuzumab, specifically articles published before 2009, was included in an earlier CCO systematic review (Methodology Supplement). In some selected cases, where evidence was lacking, but there was a high level of agreement among panel members, informal consensus was used (as noted in Bottom Line box).
Articles were selected for inclusion in the systematic review of evidence if they met the following criteria: fully published or recent meeting presentations of English-language reports of phase III RCTs or rigorously conducted systematic reviews or meta-analyses; studies involving a population of patients with HER2-positive advanced breast cancer; and trials comparing a targeted agent (Ϯ chemotherapy and Ϯ endocrine therapy) with another treatment regimen, placebo, or observation. Meeting abstracts were included only if the presentation or poster was available.
THE BOTTOM LINE (CONTINUED)
• Endocrine therapy plus trastuzumab or lapatinib (in selected cases). Type: evidence based. Evidence quality: high. Strength of recommendation: moderate.
• Endocrine therapy alone (in selected cases). Type: evidence based. Evidence quality: intermediate. Strength of recommendation: weak.
• If a patient has started with an HER2-positive targeted therapy and chemotherapy combination, clinicians may add endocrine therapy to the HER2-targeted therapy when chemotherapy ends and/or when the cancer progresses. Type: informal consensus. Evidence quality: insufficient. Strength of recommendation: weak.
• In special circumstances, such as low disease burden, presence of comorbidities (contradictions to HER2-targeted therapy such as congestive heart failure), and/or presence of a long disease-free interval, clinicians may offer first-line endocrine therapy alone. Type: informal consensus. Evidence quality: intermediate. Strength of recommendation: weak.
• Qualifying statement: Although clinicians may discuss using endocrine therapy with or without HER2-targeted therapy, the majority of patients will still receive chemotherapy plus HER2-targeted therapy.
• Note: The guide for rating recommendations and evidence quality is provided in the Methodology Supplement.
Articles were excluded from the systematic review if they were: meeting abstracts not subsequently published in peer-reviewed journals; editorials, commentaries, letters, news articles, case reports, or narrative reviews; and published in a language other than English. The guideline recommendations were crafted, in part, using the Guidelines Into Decision Support (GLIDES) methodology and accompanying BRIDGE-Wiz software (http://gem .med.yale.edu/BRIDGE-Wiz). Ratings for type of recommendation and strength of evidence are provided in the Methodology and Data Supplements.
Detailed information about the methods used to develop this guideline, regarding the Expert Panel composition, guideline development process, and steps taken in the systematic review and recommendation development process, is available in the Methodology and Data Supplements at www.asco.org/ guidelines/treatHER2pos.
Guideline Disclaimer
The clinical practice guidelines and other guidance published herein are provided by ASCO to assist providers in clinical decision making. The information herein should not be relied on as being complete or accurate, nor should it be considered as inclusive of all proper treatments or methods of care or as a statement of the standard of care. With the rapid development of scientific knowledge, new evidence may emerge between the time information is developed and when it is published or read. The information is not continually updated and may not reflect the most recent evidence. The information addresses only the topics specifically identified herein and is not applicable to other interventions, diseases, or stages of diseases. This information does not mandate any particular course of medical care. Furthermore, the information is not intended to substitute for the independent professional judgment of the treating provider, because the information does not account for individual variation among patients. Each recommendation reflects high, moderate, or low confidence that the recommendation reflects the net effect of a given course of action. The use of words like must, must not, should, and should not indicates that a course of action is recommended or not recommended for either most or many patients, but there is latitude for the treating physician to select other courses of action in individual cases. In all cases, the selected course of action should be considered by the treating provider in the context of treating the individual patient. Use of the information is voluntary. ASCO provides this information on an as-is basis and makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding the information. ASCO specifically disclaims any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular use or purpose. ASCO assumes no responsibility for any injury or damage to persons or property arising out of or related to any use of this information or for any errors or omissions.
Guideline and Conflicts of Interest
The Expert Panel was assembled in accordance with the ASCO Conflicts of Interest Management Procedures for Clinical Practice Guidelines (summarized at http://www.asco.org/rwc). Members of the panel completed the ASCO disclosure form, which requires disclosure of financial and other interests that are relevant to the subject matter of the guideline, including relationships with commercial entities that are reasonably likely to experience direct regulatory or commercial impact as a result of promulgation of the guideline. Categories for disclosure include employment relationships, consulting arrangements, stock ownership, honoraria, research funding, and expert testimony. In accordance with these procedures, the majority of the members of the panel did not disclose any such relationships.
Search Results
A total of nine first-line, three second-line, and four beyond-second-line phase III randomized clinical trials were deemed eligible for inclusion in the ASCO systematic review of the results (some trials provided evidence for Ͼ one recommendation) and comprise the evidentiary basis of the guideline recommendations, in addition to the trials in the CCO systematic review. The identified trials spanned from 2009 to 2012. The Data Supplement provides additional details of the results of the systematic review.
To address the question of the role of hormonal/endocrine therapy, the systematic review identified three hormonal therapy plus HER2-targeted therapy studies, all in the first-line setting. [7] [8] [9] Two studies addressed questions of how prior adjuvant HER2-targeted therapy may influence subsequent treatment choices. 10, 11 There was insufficient evidence to make evidence-based recommendations on some of these questions. Therefore, some recommendations were made on the basis of informal consensus and are labeled as such.
Study Quality
As seen in the quality assessment table (Table 1) , study quality was formally assessed for the 11 studies identified. Design aspects related to individual study quality were assessed by one reviewer, with factors such as blinding, allocation concealment, placebo control, intention to treat, funding sources, and so on generally indicating an intermediate to high potential risk of bias for most of the identified evidence. The Methodology Supplement provides definitions of ratings for overall potential risk of bias.
RESULTS
More extensive discussion and analysis of the literature review are provided in Data Supplement 6.
CLINICAL QUESTION 1
What is the optimal treatment for patients with HER2-positive advanced breast cancer?
For patients with HER2-positive advanced breast cancer: Literature review and analysis. This recommendation is based on a body of evidence regarding first-line therapy, found both in the ASCO and CCO systematic reviews. 4 CCO included the pivotal trial by Slamon et al 21 and nine other RCTs of trastuzumab. These trials found a benefit for HER2-targeted therapy combinations, specifically with trastuzumab. The study by Slamon et al was the only first-line phase III trial that compared an HER2-targeted therapy plus chemotherapy with chemotherapy alone. That trial found survival, time to progression (TTP), and overall response rate benefits in the trastuzumab arm (see CCO evidence table at https://www.cancercare.on .ca/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileIdϭ13,890). The CCO review found two phase III trials that compared HER2-targeted therapy plus endocrine therapy with endocrine therapy alone. 7, 8 Both of those trials found progression-free survival (PFS) and TTP benefits, but no overall survival (OS) benefit, in the combination arm and will be discussed in the section on endocrine therapy (Clinical Question 2), along with another more recent trial. 9 A separate ASCO guideline addresses the definition of and testing for HER2 positivity in patients with breast cancer and its role in treatment selection for these patients. 6 The ASCO systematic review results included five other first-line studies of various trastuzumab plus chemotherapy combinations. 7, 8, [13] [14] [15] The ASCO systematic review also included studies in which patients in the interventional arms received lapatinib, pertuzumab, and/or trastuzumab emtansine (T-DM1). [9] [10] [11] [12] 16 Intention to treat.
HER2-Targeted Therapy Regimens for Patients With Advanced Breast Cancer
www.jco.org Clinical interpretation. Overall, HER2-targeted therapy in combination with chemotherapy in the first-line setting is associated with improvements in response rate, PFS, TTP, and OS when compared with chemotherapy alone. In trials of endocrine therapy, the addition of HER2-targeted therapy is associated with improvements in response rate and PFS but not in survival. These data support the use of HER2-targeted therapy in the first-line treatment of metastatic breast cancer. There are some contraindications to HER2-targeted therapy, as a result of its cardiovascular toxicity effects (Table 4 ). The single most important contraindication is a decreased left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) and/or clinical evidence of congestive heart failure arising from low LVEF. Among patients with congestive heart failure or low ejection fraction, the decision to use HER2-targeted therapy must be made on an individual basis, assessing the relative risks of cardiac dysfunction from a specific regimen versus disease progression. Therefore, the Expert Panel recommended that clinicians treat patients with clinical congestive heart failure or compromised LVEF on a case-by-case basis, assessing the relative risks of cardiac dysfunction versus disease progression. Literature review and analysis. This recommendation is based on a body of evidence regarding second-line therapy, found both in the ASCO and CCO systematic reviews. The comparisons in three of the studies supporting this recommendation each included an intervention of an HER2-targeted therapy combination versus chemotherapy. 17, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] These three studies found a PFS or TTP and/or safety benefit for the HER2-targeted therapy combination arm. 17, [24] [25] [26] [27] Two studies compared different HER-targeted therapies. The EMILIA (an open-label study of trastuzumab emtansine [T-DMI] v capecitabine ϩ lapatinib in patients with HER2-positive locally advanced or metastatic breast cancer) study showed a statistically significant OS benefit for those receiving T-DM1 over the combination of capecitabine and lapatinib. 11, 12 The study of lapatinib alone versus lapatinib plus trastuzumab showed an OS benefit for lapatinib plus trastuzumab, but most of the survival benefit occurred postprogression, and the median number of prior therapies was four to five. 19, 20 Recommendation 1.B.II and the Data Supplement provide further information.
Clinical interpretation. Overall, all of the studies showed that there is a benefit to continuing some form of HER2-targeted therapy in the second-line setting, either a combination of HER2-targeted therapy and chemotherapy, a combination of two HER2-targeted therapies, or T-DM1. These were associated with improved outcomes. The EMILIA study showed both improvement in survival and a favorable toxicity profile for T-DM1 when compared with capecitabine and lapatinib and confirmed the benefit of T-DM1 in the second-line treatment of metastatic breast cancer. Literature review and analysis. The lapatinib plus trastuzumab study 20 and the EMILIA study provide the evidence for this recommendation. 11, 12, 19 In neither of these studies were there survival differences based on the number of prior metastatic treatment regimens participants had received. In other studies, results were not presented by number of prior regimens.
Clinical
10,17,23- 27 The Data Supplement provides further information.
Clinical interpretation. The use of HER2-targeted therapies in the third-line setting and beyond was associated with improved PFS in subgroup analyses. However, neither of the two studies was specifically focused on this population; therefore, the data are not as strong as the data supporting the use of HER2-targeted therapies in the firstand second-line settings. A report from the TH3RESA (a study of T-DM1 in comparison with treatment of physician's choice in patients with HER2-positive breast cancer who have received at least two prior regimens of HER2-directed therapy) study also showed an improvement in PFS with the use of T-DM1 versus physician's choice for patients previously treated with both trastuzumab and lapatinib. However, the results of this study were presented after the ASCO literature search cutoff date and so were not formally considered as a basis for this recommendation (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier, NCT01419197). 28 The lapatinib plus trastuzumab study did include a heavily pretreated population and showed a benefit for continuing trastuzumab in combination with lapatinib after progression during previous trastuzumab-containing regimens. These data support the continuation of HER2-targeted therapy in the third-line setting and beyond.
Clinical Question 1.B
Which HER2-targeted therapy (trastuzumab, lapatinib, pertuzumab, or T-DM1) with or without chemotherapy should be offered?
Clinical Question 1.B.I
What is the specific recommended regimen in the firstline setting? Recommendation 1.B.I. Clinicians should recommend the combination of trastuzumab, pertuzumab, and a taxane for firstline treatment, unless the patient has a contraindication to taxanes. Type: evidence based. Evidence quality: high. Strength of recommendation: strong.
Literature review and analysis. The panel reviewed data on pertuzumab, trastuzumab, lapatinib, and T-DM1 in first-line-based regimens (combinations with hormone receptor-targeted drugs are discussed later in this article). The recommendation for the pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel combination is based on one phase III clinical trial: CLEOPATRA (Clinical Evaluation of Pertuzumab and Trastuzumab). This trial compared pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel with trastuzumab plus docetaxel. If patients had previously received trastuzumab, an interval Ն 12 months between neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy and metastatic diagnosis was required (see Clinical Question 1.B.V.b).
The published benefits included an increase in PFS. There was also an increase in OS. The second interim analysis of CLEOPATRA found that the combination of pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel was associated with an OS benefit (hazard ratio, 0.66; P Ͻ .001); those data will be reviewed when published. 29 No increase in the risk of cardiac dysfunction was seen with addition of pertuzumab; LVEF declines were numerically less frequent in the pertuzumab arm, but the difference was not tested for statistical significance.
10 Because the CLEOPATRA regimen used a taxane, contraindications to the regimen included any contraindications to the use of a taxane, such as neuropathy, prior taxane hypersensitivity, and so on 30 (see drug labels for other contraindications). The Data Supplement provides further information.
Clinical interpretation. The Expert Panel reviewed evidence on the agents listed for first-line therapy. The combination of pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel was more effective than trastuzumab plus docetaxel in CLEOPATRA, including for OS. The panel discussed whether the benefit of pertuzumab plus trastuzumab was likely to be limited to docetaxel versus paclitaxel. Although patients in CLEOPATRA were all treated with docetaxel, the panel felt that the use of paclitaxel with pertuzumab and trastuzumab was also reasonable, particularly for patients who might not be good candidates for docetaxel. Although it is likely that other chemotherapy agents can be combined safely and effectively with trastuzumab and pertuzumab, the use of alternative regimens would be supported only by limited data and should generally be avoided until additional data are available.
The panel discussed the use of T-DM1 in the first-line setting. Most of the participants in the EMILIA trial had received prior systemic therapy for metastatic breast cancer, although T-DM1 was firstline therapy for a minority of patients. The panel concluded that these data were insufficient to recommend T-DM1 in the first-line setting. Full accrual has been completed in a trial evaluating T-DM1 in the first-line setting; results are unavailable at this time. Clinical Question 1.B.V.a provides information on patients with a recurrence Յ 12 months after adjuvant treatment.
Clinical Question 1.B.II
What is the specific recommended regimen in the secondline setting? Recommendation 1.B.II. If a patient's HER2-positive advanced breast cancer has progressed during or after first-line HER2-targeted therapy, clinicians should recommend T-DM1 as a second-line treatment. Type: evidence based. Evidence quality: high. Strength of recommendation: strong.
Literature review and analysis. Lapatinib was approved by the FDA for the treatment of HER2-positive breast cancer in combination with capecitabine after an anthracycline, taxane, and trastuzumab. The combination of lapatinib and capecitabine was associated with a longer time to progression than capecitabine alone, but not with a significant improvement in OS. 17, 19 EMILIA included participants who had received zero to Ͼ three prior regimens, comparing T-DM1, an antibody-drug conjugate, 31 with lapatinib plus capecitabine. 11, 12 In the coprimary end points, OS and independently assessed median PFS were longer in the T-DM1 arm. One-and 2-year survival rates were also higher in the T-DM1 arm. Overall adverse events were lower with T-DM1 and higher in the control arm. In a subgroup analysis of PFS, the hazard ratio for second-line treatment favored T-DM1 (Verma et al 12 appendix). OS was not reported by subgroup. The Data Supplement provides further information.
Clinical interpretation. In EMILIA, the OS rates were statistically significantly higher in the T-DM1 arm than in the lapatinib plus capecitabine arm. In addition to improving survival, T-DM1 had a more favorable toxicity profile than the lapatinib and capecitabine combination, with lower rates of grade 3 to 4 toxicity and low rates of cardiac toxicity.
Clinical Question 1.B.III
What is the specific recommended regimen in the third-line setting and beyond? Literature review and analysis. The evidence for this recommendation is also primarily from the EMILIA study. Those who received T-DM1 in the third-line setting or beyond experienced a PFS benefit from T-DM1. There is no specific evidence about the use of pertuzumab, and the recommendation to offer a pertuzumab combination in the third-line setting is based on informal consensus; there are no randomized data evaluating pertuzumab in this setting. The Data Supplement provides further information. The lapatinib plus trastuzumab study is also relevant in that it showed an OS benefit for continuing trastuzumab (with lapatinib) after progression during a trastuzumab-containing regimen. 19, 20 third-line setting and beyond, because Ͼ 500 patients in EMILIA were treated in the third-line or greater setting. In contrast, the CLEOPATRA study of pertuzumab was limited to patients in the first-line setting.
10
A small phase II study 32 of pertuzumab plus trastuzumab in patients who had been previously treated with trastuzumab showed a response rate of 24% and a clinical benefit rate of 50%, indicating that pertuzumab has activity in this setting. The panel felt that there was insufficient evidence to make a strong recommendation for the use of pertuzumab in the third-setting and beyond. However, there was agreement that for patients who had never received pertuzumab, the use of this drug would be clinically appropriate. These patients would typically be those who received first-and second-line therapy before pertuzumab became available.
Many other combinations of HER2-targeted therapies can be used in the third-line setting and beyond, but no trials are available to provide head-to-head comparisons between the different combinations. Lapatinib plus capecitabine is an FDA-approved combination, but it has not been directly compared against other trastuzumab plus chemotherapy or trastuzumab plus lapatinib combinations and has not been shown to improve OS. Because of these limitations in the data, the panel was not able to recommend a particular HER2-targeted regimen in the third-line or greater setting, apart from T-DM1 in those not previously exposed to this agent. In patients with hormone receptor-positive disease, who have not received prior endocrine therapy in combination with HER2-targeted treatment, this approach can also be considered in the third-line setting.
Clinical Question 1.B.IV
What is the optimal timing, dose, schedule, and duration of treatment?
The a priori clinical question for this guideline included optimal timing, dose, and schedule, but there was no specific evidence to inform the issues on optimal timing or dose; therefore, the guideline will not provide recommendations on these. Some conclusions, however, were drawn regarding duration. Recommendation 1.B.IV. If a patient is receiving HER2-targeted therapy and chemotherapy combinations, the chemotherapy should continue for approximately 4 to 6 months (or longer) and/or to the time of maximal response, depending on toxicity and in the absence of progression. When chemotherapy is stopped, clinicians should continue the HER2-targeted therapy; no further change in the regimen is needed until the time of progression or unacceptable toxicities. Type: evidence based. Evidence quality: intermediate. Strength of recommendation: moderate.
Literature review and analysis. In the ASCO systematic review, there was a small trial by Inoue et al 15 of sequential trastuzumab followed by docetaxel after a patient's disease progressed versus concurrent first-line treatment with trastuzumab and docetaxel. The Inoue et al study found that first-line concurrent therapy with docetaxel and trastuzumab was associated with improved survival compared with sequential therapy. In virtually all of the first-line studies in the ASCO and CCO systematic reviews, the intervention was administered until unacceptable toxicity or disease progression. The systematic review for the CCO guideline on duration included two RCTs. One investigated capecitabine and trastuzumab versus capecitabine as second-line treatment. 24 The second reported initial results of the lapatinib plus trastuzumab study. 33 (Please see second-and third-line treatment sections of the systematic review for updated results). In other studies found by ASCO, treatment was also administered until disease progression and/or unacceptable toxicity. The Data Supplement provides further information.
Clinical interpretation. The evidence from Inoue et al 15 suggests concurrent trastuzumab and chemotherapy is more beneficial in terms of OS, TTF, and PFS than adding chemotherapy at disease progression after initial therapy with single-agent trastuzumab. However, this study was small and therefore not definitive. 15 In most trials, HER2-targeted therapy was administered until disease progression or until toxic adverse events caused the clinician and patient to decide to discontinue this therapy. There are insufficient data to make a single statement on when to stop administering HER-targeted therapy. 34 The recommendation for duration is based on the approach used in most of the relevant clinical trials, but it has not been formally studied in patients with HER2-positive breast cancer.
Clinical Question 1.B.V
How should any previous HER2 adjuvant therapy influence treatment?
Clinical Question 1.B.V.a
For patients with a recurrence Յ 12 months after adjuvant treatment? Literature review and analysis. In EMILIA, the eligibility criteria included a requirement that participants must have had progressive disease during metastatic treatment or within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. Potential participants were excluded if they had received prior T-DM1. Sixteen percent of participants in both arms had received prior trastuzumab treatment for early breast cancer only. In a subgroup analysis of PFS by prior trastuzumab treatment for metastatic breast cancer, both subgroups benefited from T-DM1 (Ϯ prior trastuzumab). 12 The Data Supplement provides further information.
Clinical interpretation. The Expert Panel discussed data to guide management of patients whose disease relapsed within 12 months of adjuvant therapy. Patients who had disease recurrence within 6 months of adjuvant therapy would have been eligible for EMILIA but not eligible for CLEOPATRA. [10] [11] [12] Patients who had disease recurrence between 6 and 12 months would not have been eligible for either EMILIA or CLEOPATRA. Because of the short interval between relapse and adjuvant therapy, which likely would have included both trastuzumab and a taxane, the panel felt that standard second-line therapy with T-DM1 would be most appropriate, recognizing the limitations of the data.
Clinical Question 1.B.V.b
For patients with a recurrence Ͼ 12 months after adjuvant treatment? Literature review and analysis. In CLEOPATRA, if patients had received previous trastuzumab, the study required a Ն 12-month interval between neoadjuvant or adjuvant trastuzumab and metastatic diagnosis. In a prespecified subgroup analysis among patients who had received prior trastuzumab, the median independently assessed PFS was 16.9 months versus 10.4 months for patients treated with pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel versus trastuzumab plus docetaxel, respectively. 10 The Data Supplement provides further information.
Clinical interpretation. In the pertuzumab trial, the entrance criteria included those who had received prior adjuvant treatment; participants in this subgroup had a longer PFS by 6.5 months. However, these participants represented only 12% of those in the pertuzumab arm. The panel acknowledges that additional research is needed observe the effects of pertuzumab in this population. An ongoing trial (MARIANNE [a study of T-DM1 plus pertuzumab/ pertuzumab placebo v trastuzumab plus a taxane in patients with metastatic breast cancer]; T-DM1 plus pertuzumab/pertuzumab placebo versus trastuzumab plus a taxane in patients with metastatic breast cancer) may provide additional results about patients who have received prior trastuzumab treatment (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier, NCT01120184). Overall, because patients whose disease relapsed Ͼ 12 months from adjuvant treatment would have been eligible for the CLEOPATRA trial, the panel felt that these patients should receive standard first-line treatment (Clinical Question 1.B.I).
CLINICAL QUESTION 2
For patients with HER2-positive advanced breast cancer that is also ER positive (Ϯ PgR positive), does ER/PgR status influence decisions about the following: Literature review and analysis. There is no evidence that the response of patients with HER2-positive advanced breast cancer to HER2-targeted therapy differs by ER/PgR status. The ASCO systematic review found three first-line trials comparing an HER2-targeted agent plus endocrine therapy versus endocrine therapy alone. eLEcTRA (study of the efficacy and safety of letrozole combined with trastuzumab) was a small, first-line trial comparing trastuzumab plus letrozole versus letrozole. Eligibility included no prior treatment for metastatic breast cancer or locally advanced breast cancer. The trial did not reach its target enrollment of 300 patients (92 actual participants) and closed prematurely. 7 The median TTP was 14.1 months in the trastuzumab plus letrozole arm versus 3.3 months in the letrozole alone arm, but this was not statistically significant. 7 Schwartzberg et al 9 conducted a study of lapatinib plus letrozole versus letrozole. The TAnDEM (Trastuzumab and Anastrozole Directed Against ERPositive HER2-Positive Mammary Carcinoma) study compared anastrozole with trastuzumab plus anastrozole. In these two studies, the combination arm showed longer PFS. 8, 9 The difference in OS was not statistically significant in any of the three studies. [7] [8] [9] Patients with ER-positive breast cancer were also included in the first-line chemotherapy trials, such as CLEOPATRA, which showed an OS benefit for chemotherapy and HER2-targeted therapy combinations. The Data Supplement provides further information.
Clinical interpretation. Clinicians should not determine HER2-targeted therapy options based solely on the ER/PgR status of a patient's cancer. Although the clinician may discuss using endocrine therapy with or without HER2-targeted therapy, the majority of patients will still receive chemotherapy plus HER2-targeted therapy. No studies have directly compared endocrine therapy plus HER2-targeted therapy with chemotherapy plus HER2-targeted therapy. The studies of chemotherapy with HER2-targeted therapy have shown an OS benefit, but the studies of endocrine therapy with HER2-targeted therapy have not. Given the improved toxicity profile of endocrine therapy versus chemotherapy, some clinicians may offer first-line endocrine therapy with or without HER2-targeted therapy. Currently, there are no methods for identifying patients who would benefit from combined therapy versus endocrine therapy alone. Although there seems to be no OS benefit to adding HER2-targeted therapy to endocrine therapy, two of studies did show a PFS benefit for the combination therapy groups. Therefore, the Expert Panel chose to list these combined regimens as an option. Endocrine therapy alone in the first-line setting is discussed in Recommendation 2.C.
Clinical Question 2.B
If a clinician plans to offer endocrine therapy at some point during a woman's treatment, what is the appropriate sequencing?
Recommendation 2.B. If the patient has started with a HER2-positive targeted therapy and chemotherapy combination, clinicians may add endocrine therapy to the HER2-targeted therapy when chemotherapy ends and/or when the cancer progresses. Type: informal consensus. Evidence quality: insufficient. Strength of recommendation: weak.
Clinical interpretation. There are insufficient data to inform this recommendation; therefore, the Expert Panel made an informal consensus recommendation. No data exist to guide the clinician on when to offer endocrine therapy. However, the panel felt that most patients with HER2-positive and ER-positive/PgRpositive or -negative metastatic breast cancer should receive a course of endocrine therapy at some point in their treatment. Most of the members of the Expert Panel favored starting with chemotherapy and HER2 therapy combinations in the majority of patients, given that these regimens have been associated with an OS benefit. When chemotherapy is discontinued, clinicians may recommend patients start endocrine therapy, typically administered in conjunction with HER2-targeted therapy. Alternatively, endocrine therapy may also be started at the time of subsequent disease progression.
Clinical Question 2.C
Can clinicians offer first-line endocrine therapy? If so, should it always be in combination with HER2-targeted therapy?
Recommendation 2.C. In special circumstances, such as low disease burden, presence of comorbidities (contradictions to HER2-targeted therapy, such as congestive heart failure), and/or presence of a long disease-free interval, clinicians may offer first-line endocrine therapy alone. Type: informal consensus. Evidence quality: intermediate. Strength of recommendation: weak.
Clinical interpretation. There are insufficient data to inform this recommendation; therefore, the Expert Panel made an informal consensus recommendation. For patients with HER2-positive and ER-positive/PgR-positive or -negative disease who are not good candidates for chemotherapy or for those who wish to avoid the toxicity of chemotherapy, initial therapy with endocrine agents is a reasonable option. In most circumstances, endocrine therapy should be administered with HER2-targeted therapy, because the PFS for patients treated with endocrine therapy alone is only 2 to 3 months. 8, 9 However, given that the addition of HER2 therapy to endocrine therapy does not improve OS, select patients may be treated with endocrine therapy alone. Patients who have lowvolume disease, a long disease-free interval, indolent disease, significant comorbidities, or a preference to avoid intravenous medication or additional toxicity would be the most appropriate candidates for endocrine therapy alone.
PATIENT AND CLINICIAN COMMUNICATION
This section is a summary of an extended discussion in the Data Supplement and is based on patient and clinician experience and selected literature, but it was not part of the systematic review of the literature. A separate literature search did not find data specific to communication and management of patients with HER2-positive metastatic disease. Although there are differences between issues facing patients with different types of metastatic solid tumors, clinicians are encouraged to refer to a similar discussion in the 2009 version of the ASCO stage IV non-small-cell lung cancer guideline 35 and to literature on risk communication for patients with cancer. 36 A patient who is newly diagnosed with metastatic disease versus one for whom first-and/or second-line treatment or greater has failed will likely to face some different issues, although clinical teams are encouraged to discuss the option of clinical trials regardless. Clinicians should consider issues relevant to communicating with patients with metastatic breast cancer, including the importance of evidence-based treatment, referring to patients to http://www.cancer.net links and psychosocial support, and introducing concepts of concurrent palliative and antitumor therapies.
35,37-39
Research on discussing specific issues with patients with HER2-positive metastatic disease is still needed. Teams should be prepared to present the statistics in this guideline in a format tailored to the patient's and/or caregiver's learning style. Clinicians are encouraged to conduct discussions with patients that include key subjects of the guideline and reference the sample talking points offered in Data Supplement 7.
HEALTH DISPARITIES
Health disparities between patients with breast cancer according to race/ethnicity, age, insurance status, geographic location, education, and other factors are well documented. 40 A brief literature search, not part of the systematic review, was conducted to find literature addressing health disparities specific to patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer. The results found a paucity of currently available reports of outcome/risk by HER2 status/ HER2-targeted therapy analyzed by these factors. 40 According to some studies, there are not large (although some suggest modest) differences in the prevalence of HER2 positivity between women with breast cancerofdifferentraces/ethnicities.Thevariationbyraceissmalleramong thosewithHER2-positivebreastcancerthanforsomeothersubtypes. [41] [42] [43] [44] HER2 positivity is not necessarily associated with worse treatment outcomes among African American compared with non-African American patients. 45 However, high-quality data on patients with HER2-positive metastatic disease are still needed to reach conclusions related to outcomes based on ethnicity. Therefore, health disparities may be similar to those faced by patients with metastatic breast cancer generally.
Although ASCO clinical practice guidelines represent expert recommendations on the best practices in disease management to provide the highest level of cancer care, it is important to note that many patients have limited access to medical care. Racial and ethnic disparities in health care contribute significantly to this problem in the United States. Minority racial/ethnic patients with cancer suffer disproportionately from comorbidities, experience more substantial obstacles to receiving care, are more likely to be uninsured, and are at greater risk of receiving care of poor quality than other North Americans. [46] [47] [48] [49] Many other patients lack access to care because of their age, geography, and distance from appropriate treatment facilities. Awareness of these disparities in access to care should be considered in the context of this clinical practice guideline, and health care providers should strive to deliver the highest level of cancer care to these vulnerable populations.
MULTIPLE CHRONIC CONDITIONS
Creating evidence-based recommendations to inform treatment of patients with additional chronic conditions, a situation in which the patient may have Ն two such conditions (referred to as multiple chronic conditions [MCCs]), is challenging. Patients with MCCs are a complex and heterogeneous population, making it difficult to account for all of the possible permutations to develop specific recommendations for care. In addition, the best available evidence for treating index conditions, such as cancer, is often from clinical trials, the study selection criteria of which may exclude these patients to avoid potential interaction effects or confounding of results associated with MCCs. As a result, the reliability of outcome data from these studies may be limited, thereby creating constraints for expert groups in making recommendations for care in this heterogeneous patient population.
Because many patients for whom guideline recommendations apply present with MCCs, any management plan needs to take into account the complexity and uncertainty created by the presence of MCCs and highlight the importance of shared decision making around guideline use and implementation. Therefore, in consideration of recommended care for the target index condition, clinicians should review all other chronic conditions present in the patient and take those conditions into account when formulating treatment and follow-up plans (common chronic conditions for patients with breast cancer are listed in Data Supplement 5).
Taking these considerations into account, practice guidelines should provide information on how to apply the recommendations for patients with MCCs, perhaps as a qualifying statement for recommended care. This may mean that some or all of the recommended care options are modified or not applied, as determined by best practice in consideration of any MCC.
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GUIDELINE IMPLEMENTATION
ASCO guidelines are developed to be implemented in a variety of health settings. Barriers to implementation and application of the guideline recommendations include factors such as the need to increase awareness among front-line practitioners and cancer survivors and also the need to provide adequate services in the face of limited resources.
This guideline does not consider cost-effectiveness analyses. The agents in this guideline are FDA approved and available; however, cost is an issue that may be appropriate to discuss with patients, because copayments and other expenses are insurance dependent and/or financial assistance may be available. Unfortunately, there are parts of the country where access to a medical oncologist might be limited, and because of reimbursement issues, some smaller practices are referring elsewhere for expensive treatments. There is also the issue of the uninsured who do not qualify for Medicaid or other financial assistance. ASCO provides resources on cost of care for your patient. Most practicing oncologists in the United States have used trastuzumab and lapatinib and are starting to gain experience with pertuzumab and T-DM1. As with all new treatments, diffusion in the community must occur in time.
The guideline Bottom Line was designed to facilitate implementation of recommendations. This guideline will also be distributed through the ASCO Practice Guideline Implementation Network and other ASCO communications. ASCO guidelines are posted on the ASCO Web site and most often published in Journal of Clinical Oncology.
LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
Limitations of the research on patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer include a lack of confirmatory trials for new agents, limited data on second-line treatment, and limited data on third-line treatment and beyond. The Expert Panel awaits the publication of a report on the ongoing TH3RESA trial. There are also limited data on the best ways to provide treatment with endocrine therapy/HER2-targeted therapy, on the best sequencing, timing, and duration, and on the best strategy when the failure of adjuvant treatment occurs between 6 and 12 months. There are limited data on pertuzumab regimens other than in CLEOPATRA, especially in patients who have received adjuvant trastuzumab.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Research is needed in the areas discussed in the previous section, as well as in factors that predispose resistance to first-line metastatic breast cancer HER2-targeted therapy regimens; research is also needed to address the reasons for the within-in study heterogeneity of patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer in TTP. Highquality data on patients with HER2-positive metastatic disease regarding age, race/ethnicity, and other potential health disparities are also needed. 51, 52 ASCO believes that cancer clinical trials are vital to inform medical decisions and improve cancer care and that all patients should have the opportunity to participate.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
This guideline, as well as its companion on treating brain metastases in patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer, is available at http://jco.ascopubs.org. More information, including a Data Supplement with additional evidence tables, a Methodology Supplement with information about evidence quality and strength of recommendations, slide sets, and clinical tools and resources, is available at www.asco.org/guidelines/treatHER2pos. Patient information is available at http://www.cancer.net.
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